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The on-screen-displayoption represents the latest state-of-the-arttechnology
in keyboard-monitor-mouseswitching. Its purpose is to simplify and enhance
the use of ServeView Plus and SVE model keyboard-monitor-mouse
switches.
When installing the on-screen display option, the ServeView Plus becomes
identical in function to the UltraView product. This manual use UltraView to
refer to the ServeView Plus or SVE models with the on-screen display option
installed. When the overlay card is factory installed, the part number will have
a IOV suffix on it.

If you bought the overlay card separately and are installing it yourself, please
refer to the Overlay Card Installation Guide provided with the card.

On-screen display features
E

E
E
E

E
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On-screen display pops on top of existing video
Configure all settings with easy to use menus
View name of CPU on screen with adjustable color, and position
Name of CPU fades away after adjustable time or use keyboard command to show or hide computer name
Name of CPU can be shown in six different fonts
Choose computer from window with adjustable color and position
Screen saver with 4 adjustable patterns and time-out
Colors can be solid or transparent (shows computer video through
color)
Programmable menu color scheme
Choose resolution of on-screen display when no computer video present
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Step 4. Access UltraView's on-screen display
This section provides instructions for the setup of the UltraView and should
be use instead of the installation manual in the Serveview Plus or SVE model
manual.
I

1
I
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Plug the power transformer's power jack into the the power plug located on
the back of the UltraView unit, then plug the transformer into a power strip or
wall outlet. Don't turn the power on to the UltraView yet.

Step 2. Connect one computer
CPU adapter cables connect your computers to the Ultraview. Each computer
requires its own adapter cable, with appropriate connectors for your particular
CPU. CPU adapter cables are available from Rose Electronics.
2.1 Disconnect the keyboard, monitor, and mouse from a computer which
is already running.
2.2

Plug the CPU adapter cable's monitor, keyboard, and mouse connectors into the CPU's corresponding connectors.

2.3

Plug the DB-25 male connector of the CPU adapter cable into the
connector labeled COMPUTER1 on the UltraView rear panel.

Step 3. Connect the monitor, keyboard, and mouse
The Monitor/Keyboard/Mouse (MKM) adapter cable connects your monitor,
keyboard, and mouse equipment to the UltraView. Various styles of connectors are used by computers, so you should have the correct cable to match
your equipment's connectors. MKM adapter cables are available from Rose
Electronics. Multi-platformmodels automatically detect PC, Apple, Sun, and
Unix keyboards.
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Turn the UltraView on by pushing in the power switch. The green
POWER LED should turn on. The red SELECT 1 LED should also turn
on. The keyboard is automatically recognized and detected.

4.2

After about three seconds you should see the normal video from the
computer and a label in the lower left corner showing "Computer 1".

4.3

Press and release the left control key and press and release the F12
key. The UltraView configuration menu should appear on top of your
computer's normal video. This main menu is shown on page 6.

4.4

UltraView's on-screen display is very easy to use. The arrow keys
always highlight possible selections. At the main page the enter key
sends you to other pages and the escape key exits the on-screen
display. At these other pages the enter key pops up an input box and
the escape key exits to the main configuration page or aborts an input
box.

4.5

Navigate through the menus to learn some of UltraView's capabilities
if you want to. Then exit the on-screen display by hitting escape.

Step 1. Connect power to the unit

2.4 Verify that the POWER LED 1 next to the SELECT LED 1 is on.

I

4.1

3.1

Plug the MKM adapter cable's monitor, keyboard, and mouse connectors into your equipment's corresponding connectors.

3.2

Plug the DB-25 male connector of the MKM adapter cable into the
connector labeled "Monitor/Keyboard/Mouse" on the UltraView rear
panel.

I
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Step 5. Configure the PC serial mouse
5.1a If your UltraView is for PCs and Unix computers, the mouse is
automatically detected as PSI2 or serial. If you are using all PSI2 or all
serial interfaces, then your CPUs are already configured. If you want
to use some PSI2 computers and some serial computers, then you
must use a PSI2 mouse and configure each computer which is to be
serial in step 6.2.
5.1b If your UltraView is for Sun or Apple computers, this step does not
apply, your keyboard, mouse, and CPUs are already configured and
functional, skip to step 7.
5 . 1 ~If your UltraView is for multiple platforms, and your mouse is a Sun
or Apple mouse, the keyboard and mouse have been auto detected,
skip to step 6. If you have a PC keyboard and serial mouse, you must
configure the mouse from the Configure system page.
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Step 6. Configure the computer keyboardlmouse type

Step 7. Switching among CPU

6.la If your Ultraview is for PCs and Unix computers, you have a choice
between three PC keyboard types: PC1 (some IBM PCs), PC2 (most
PCs), and PC3 (Unix computers). You have a choice between two
mouse types: PSI2 or serial. Configure the mouse type for serial if you
have a PSI2 mouse and a serial computer, otherwise leave it at PSl2.

Your UltraView is now ready for operation. To take full advantage of the
UltraViewfeatures, please refer to CONFIGURE VIA ON-SCREENDISPLAY
(page 6), OPERATION: COMPUTER SELECT WINDOW (page 22), and
OPERATION: KEYBOARD COMMANDS (page 23). To begin switching
immediately, however, follow the instructions below.

6.1b If your UltraView is for Sun or Apple computers, this step does not
apply, your keyboard, mouse, and CPUs are already configured and
functional, skip to step 7.

I

6.1 c If your UltraView is for multiple platforms,you have a choice between
five keyboardtypes: PC1 (some IBM PCs), PC2 (most PCs), PC3 (Unix
computers), Apple, or Sun. You have a choice between four mouse
types: PSl2, serial-2(2-button), serial3 (three button), or serial8 (rarely
used). You must configure the mouse for the correct type.
6.2 To configure a computer's keyboard or mouse type, press and release
leftctrl and then F12 to access the on-screenconfigurationmenus. Use
the down arrow to highlight Configure computers. Hit the enter key. Use
the arrow keys to point to the keyboard and mouse fields. Hit enter to
bring up a window that shows possible types. Use the arrows to highlight
which type of keyboard or mouse type and hit the enter key to choose
the selection. Configure as many computers as desired.
If you have several PCs with mixed keyboard modes and you don't want
to individually have to configure them, just boot all the computers and
let the UltraView learn the mode for each one.
If a computer uses a PSI2 mouse and the computer was already booted
when connecting the switch, then the mouse must be enabled for each
of these computers. Enable the mouse by selecting PSI2 mouse for
each computer (even if it was already selected) or by using the reset
command, described on page 24. You can also boot the computer to
enable the mouse. See page 9 and 16 for more information.

6.3

NOTE: When entering numbers from the keyboard, use only the
numeral keys located at the top of your alpha-numeric keyboard.
Numbers entered from the numeric keypad to the right will not be
recognized as valid commands.

7.1

From the keyboard - Press and release your keyboard's left Control
Key (<Ctrl>), then type in the CPU number.

7.2a From the front panel of Serveview Plus - Use the - and + switches
to sequence through the CPUs. Each computer's select LED will light
as it becomes selected.

-

7.2b From the front panel of SVE models Use the keypad as described
in the SVE manual to switch to any computer. The front panel display
will show the name and number of the computer selected.
7.3

From the CPU select window - Press and release your keyboard's
left Control Key (<Ctrl>) and then press and release the escape key.
Use the up and down arrows to select the CPU desired and hit enter.
You will immediately be switched to that computer.

Hit escape to go back to the main configuration page. Hit escape to exit
the configuration menu. Use the down arrow to select yes to save the
changes in flash memory. Hit enter. Your keyboard and mouse should
be active on all computers configured. See page 15for more information.
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NOTE: Before entering any UltraView keyboard command, you
must press and releasethe left Control Key. This activates UltraView
to look for commands from the keyboard. You then have two
seconds in which to start entering a valid command.
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The on-screen display is used to:
1. Configurethe Ultraview through aseries of configuration menus (control
F12 command).
Switch
to different computers from a window which shows a list of
2.
computer names (control escape command). You can change the color
and position of this window.

3.

1

1

See the name of the computer you are currently switched to. The font,
color, position, and when the text is displayed is all programmable.

The main configuration menu is accessed by pressing and releasing the left
control key and then hitting the F12 key. The menu in Figure 1 will appear.

From the main configuration page, choosing a selection, by hitting the enter
key, either exits to normal keyboard operation or goes to the Configure
system, Configure computers, or Configure overlay pages. From these other
pages, choosing a selection, by hitting the enter key, will pop-up an input box
to enter text, a numeric value, or a list of possible choices. Use the escape
key to return to the previous page or to abort an input box.

Saving changes made with on-screen display
If you make any changes to any settings, when you exit the main configuration
page, a message box asking if you want to save the changes will pop up. Use
the arrow keys to choose yes or no and hit return. If you choose yes the
changes are saved in flash memory and if you choose no the changes are
not saved. Regardless of yes or no the settings selected are active. If you
answered no and then remove power from the box, the settings are lost.

Configure system page
Use this page to see information about the keyboard, configure the mouse,
expansion settings, scan settings, and keyboard typematic settings. This page
is accessed from the main configuration page by hitting enter when configure
system is highlighted. The page is shown below in Figure 2. Each item on the
page is individually described.

Figure 1 Main configuration menu

The on-screen display shows on top of your computer video, if you are
switched to a computer with active video. If no video is present then the
background is black. If the display is not synchronized, then you should switch
to a computer with active video and configure the resolution setting from the
Configure overlay page.

Navigating the configuration pages

Figure 2 Configure system page

Using the on-screen display is very easy and intuitive. Use the arrow keys to
highlight a selection and hit enter to choose the selection. A help line on the
very bottom of the screen explains what each selection is for.
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Configure system: Keyboard
This item can not be changed and is for information only. For PC, Apple, and
Sun models the keyboard type is always PC, Apple, or Sun.
For the multi-platform models, the type of keyboard is automatically determined at power-up of the UltraView. If the keyboard is not attached at
power-up , it will default to PC. If either a Sun or Apple keyboard is attached
after power-up, it will not be recognized and you must power the UltraView
off and back on for it to be recognized.
When using a Sun keyboard, the language type of the keyboard is acquired
from the keyboard automatically and is displayed here. The language type
can be either: US, USIUNIX, French, Danish, German, Italian, NetherIandsIDutch, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish, SwedishIFinnish, SwissFrench, Swiss-German, United Kingdom, Korean, Taiwan, Japan, FrenchCanadian, or unknown. The value recognized is reported to a Sun computer
when it requests this information as part of a booting procedure or other
process.

Configure system: Mouse
This item is only accessed with a multi-platform model and when using a PC
keyboard. The PC only model automatically detects either PSI2 or serial and
displays which mouse. When using Apple or Sun keyboards, an Apple or Sun
mouse is automatically selected. To change the mouse type, hit enter while
mouse is highlighted. An input selection box pops up as shown in Figure 3.

Use the up and down arrow keys to select the desired mouse and hit enter.
Once enter is hit, the input box disappears and the new value appears in the
mouse field.
A PSA? mouse refers to those mice that have a 6 pin mini-din connector with
either two or three buttons. It uses an interface integrated on to the CPU's
mother board and is completely different from a serial interface.
When choosing a PS/2 mouse, this also resets the PS/2 mouse and enables
data to be sent from it. This can be used after a PSI2 mouse has been
connected and after the UltraView has been powered on to enable it. You
can also use the reset command mentioned on page 24.
A serial 2-button mouse refers to those mice which have serial RS232
interfaces, usually with a DB9 connector, and are MicroSoft 3 byte, 7-bit, 1200
baud, no parity compliant. Most PC serial mice with 2 buttons are compliant
with this specification.
3 2
A serial 8-bit mouse refers to those mice which have serial ~ ~ 2 interfaces, usually with a DB9 connector, and are MicroSoft 3 byte, 8-bit, 1200
baud, no parity compliant. Very few mice meet this specification and this
setting is rarely used and is included for completeness and future compatibility.
A serial 3-button mouse refers to those mice which have serial RS232
interfaces, usually with a DB9 connector, and are Mouse Systems 5-byte,
8-bit, 1200 baud, no parity compliant. Most PC serial mice with 3 buttons are
compliant with this specification.
Certain commonly available serial mice made in Asia have the usual three
buttons and a switch on the bottom. This switch is usually labeled MS/PC. In
the MS position the mouse is compatible with the UltraView 2-button setting,
and in the PC position it is compatible with the 3-button setting.

Figure 3 Changing the mouse type
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Configure system: Maximum computers

Configure system: Expansion width

This setting configures the total number of computers connected. This enables expansion and ensures that the scan function will cycle through all the
computers. Although this command is used primarily when chaining slave
units to a master, it can also be used to enable less than the full amount of
ports in an UltraView unit. To change the maximum computers, press enter
while maximumcomputer is highlighted. An input new value box appears, see
Figure 4.

The expansion width setting determines how many computers are on an
expansion unit. This determines which CPU number is associated with which
physical connector. For example, if four computers are attached to one or
more expansion units, than the expansion width should be set to four.
To change the expansion width, press enter while expansion width is highlighted. An inputnew value box appears. Use the numeric keys to input a new
value from 1 to 16 and hit enter. The input box disappears and the new value
is then shown in the expansion width field.
For example, imagine we have a system with 32 computers and it is desired
to cluster eight computers together to form four groups. A slave switch is used
for each group of eight computers. The four slave switches are attached to a
master 8-port switch.
In this example maximum ports should be set to 32, expansion units would
be set to four, and expansion width would be set to eight. The four extra ports
on the master unit could be connected to four additional computers, but
maximum ports should then be set to 36.

Configure system: Scan time

Figure 4 Changing the maximum number of computers
Use the numeric keys to input a new value from 2 to 256 and hit enter. The
input box disappears and the new value is then shown in the maximum
computers field.

Configure system: Expansion units
The units commands is used to configure how many slave expansion units
are connected to the main master UltraView. This determines which CPU
number is associated with which physical connector. If no expansion units are
used, this number should be set to zero. If one expansion unit is connected
the value should be set to one, and so on.
To change the expansion units, press enter while expansion units is highlighted. An input new value box appears. Use the numeric keys to input a new
value from 0 to 16 and hit enter. The input box disappears and the new value
is then shown in the expansion units field.
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This item sets the time, in seconds, that UltraView will pause at each of the
computers when scanning. The default setting is 5 seconds. To change the
time, press enter while scan time is highlighted. An input new value box
appears. Use the numeric keys to input a new value from 1 to 999 seconds
and hit enter. The input box disappears and the new value is then shown in
the scan time field.

Configure system: Scan mode
This item turns scanning on or off. To change the scan mode, press enter
while scan mode is highlighted. An off/on input box appears. Use the arrow
keys to select on or off and hit enter. The input box disappears and the setting
of off or on is shown in the scan mode field. You can also use the control S
and control X commands to turn the scan mode on or off, see page 23 for
more information.

Configure system: Power on scan
This item turns scanning on or off upon power-upof the Ultraview. To change
the power on scan, press enter while power on scan is highlighted. An off/on
input box appears. Use the arrow keys to select on or off and hit enter. The
input box disappears and the setting of off or on is shown in the power on
scan field.
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Configure system: 7'ypematic rate

Configure computers page

This setting is available with PC keyboards only and is used to adjust the user
preference of the way the keyboard acts when holding a key down to repeat
a key. The rate is the speed at which the keys are sent in keyslsecond.

Use this page to configure the names, keyboard type, and mouse type for
each computer. This page is accessed from the main configuration page by
hitting enter when configure computers is highlighted. The page is shown
below in Figure 5. The arrow in the column after the computer number points
to the currently selected computer. Each item on the page is individually
described.

To change the typematic rate, press enter while typematic rate is highlighted.
An input new value box appears. Use the numeric keys to input a new value
from 0 to 31 keyslsecond and hit enter. The input box disappears and the new
value is then shown in the typematic rate field. Please note that PC keyboards
do not have a linear rate in keyslsecond. Refer to Table 3 to get the exact
rate.

Figure 5 Configure computers page

Configure system: Typematic delay
This setting is available with PC keyboards only and is used to adjust the user
preference of the way the keyboard acts when holding a key down to repeat
a key. The delay determines how long after pressing a key will it start to repeat.
There are four possible settings: slow (1 second), medium (750 msec.), fast
(500 msec.), and fastest (250 msec.).
To change the typematic delay, press enter while typematic delay is highlighted.A typematic rate inputboxappears.Use the arrow keys to select slow,
medium, fast, or fastest and hit enter. The input box disappearsand the setting
selected is now shown in the typematic delay field.

,

m
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Navigating the configure computers page
Use the left and right arrow keys to move the highlight for changing the
computer name, keyboard, or mouse. Use the up and down arrow keys to
move the highlight for which computer is to be changed. Use the page up and
down arrows to access computers 17-256.
On models for Apple or Sun computers the keyboard and mouse type can not
be changed.
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Configure computers: Computer name

Confiaure computers: Computer keyboard

Each computer can be given a 16 character name. These names are used
on the computer select window and as a label showing the currently selected
computer. To change the computer name press enter while a computer name
is highlighted. An input new name box appears, see Figure 6.

This field can not be changed on Ultraview for Apple or Sun models. For the
PC and multi-platform models you can assign which type of keyboard interface
is used. To change the computer keyboard type, press enter while a keyboard
field is highlighted. A computer keyboard input box appears, see Figure 7.

Figure 6 Changing a computer's name

Figure 7 Changing a computer's keyboard type

Use the keyboard to input a new name. All ascii characters are valid in the
name field. Use the shift key as normal, to input upper and lower case. The
backspace key can be used to edit the field. When you have finished with
inputting the name, hit enter. The input box disappears and the new name is
then shown in the appropriate computer name field.

Use the arrow keys to select the desired keyboard type and hit enter. The
input box disappears and the new keyboard type is then shown in the
appropriate keyboard field.
For PCs there are three possible keyboard modes: mode 1 (PCI), mode 2
(PC2), or mode 3 (PC3). Most PCs are mode 2 and you need not change the
default setting. If the computer is a Unix workstation or server, such as an
IBM RSl6000, SGI, HP 700 or 9000 series, DEC Alpha, or other, then the
CPU should be configured as PC mode 3.

)
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Certain IBM brand PCs are either mode 1 or mode 2. There is no way to know
for sure except by booting that computer. You can however configure for PC1
or PC2 and test if keyboard communication is correct. If in doubt reboot the
computer. Upon completion of booting a computer, the correct mode should
be shown in the keyboard field. Make sure to save it with the on-screen display
or the keep command.
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Configure computers: Computer mouse

Configure overlay page

This field can not be changed on Ultraviewfor Apple or Sun models. This field
can also not be changed if the keyboard type is set to Apple, because the
Ultraview will automatically assume a mouse type of Apple. For PCs you can
assign which type of mouse is used. To change the computer mouse type,
press enter while a mouse field is highlighted. A computer mouse input box
appears, see Figure 8.

Use this page to configure the color of the configuration menus, the resolution
of video when no computer video is present, the screen saver, the screen
saver time, the computer select window appearance, and the computer label
appearance. This page is accessed from the main configuration page by
hitting enter when configure overlay is highlighted. The page is shown below
in Figure 9. Each item on the page is individually described.

Figure 8 Changing a PC's mouse type

Figure 9 Configure overlay page

For the PC-only model you only have a choice between PSI2 or serial. If you
are using a serial mouse changing this field has no effect. If you are using a
PSI2 mouse, changing this field to serial configures the Ultraview to convert
the PSI2 mouse data to serial data for each computer configured to serial.
Use the arrow keys to select the desired mouse type and hit enter. The input
box disappears and the new mouse type is then shown in the appropriate
mouse field.
In order for the mouse to work properly the computer's mouse driver should
have been previously been configured. To learn more about the difference
between various mice see the discussion starting on page 9.

Miscellaneous: color scheme
This item sets the colors of the configuration menus. There are 4 choices:
Aquarium cyan, magenta, white, and blue
Tuxedo
black, red, and white
Festival
yellow, magenta, blue, cyan, and white
Forest
green, black, cyan, and blue.
To change the color scheme, press enter while color scheme is highlighted.
A color scheme input box appears. Use the arrow keys to select the desired
color scheme and hit enter. The input box disappears and the setting selected
is now shown in the color scheme field.

Miscellaneous: resolution
This item controls what resolution of video is sent to the monitor when no
computer video is present. This gives maximum flexibility as to what type of
monitor is used.
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There are several possible choices:
PC1 640x480 60Hz
PC2 640x480 72Hz
PC3 640x480 75Hz
MAC1 640x480 67Hz
MAC2 832x624 75Hz
SUN1 1152x900 66Hz
SUN2 1152x900 76Hz.

Computer select window: Background colorflext color
This item sets the background and text colors of the computer select window.
The solid colors available are: black, red, green, yellow, blue, magenta, cyan,
and white. The transparent colors available are clear, red, green, yellow, blue,
magenta, cyan, and white. With the transparent colors, you can see through
the color to the computer video behind it. When using clear the computer video
comes through without any color.

All of these choices will only be available if you have the multi-platform model.
For the PC model only the PC choices will be allowed, for the Apple models
only the Apple choices will be allowed, and for the Sun model only the Sun
choices will be allowed.
To change the resolution, press enter while resolution is highlightedT~
resolution input box appears. Use the arrow keys to select the desired
resolution and hit enter. The input box disappears and the setting selected is
now shown in the resolution field.

To change the color, press enter while computer select window background
color or text color is highlighted. A color selection input box appears. Use the
arrow keys to point to the desired color. The name of the color is also shown
with its color changing as you point to each different color, so an example of
the color can be seen. Hit enter to select the color pointed to. The input box
disappears and the new color is then shown in the appropriate color field.

Computer select window: Position

Miscellaneous: Screen saver

This item set the position of the computer select window when it is popped
up. The window can be positioned anywhere on-screen and will maintain the
position even as different resolutions of video are input.

The Ultraview features a screen saver feature which reduces the wear on
your screen and provides security for your system. When there has been no
keyboard or mouse activity for a specified length of time (set by the screen
saver time command below), the screen saver turns on. You can blank the
screen or choose one of three possible display patterns (fireflies, weaving, or
bounce).

To change the position, press snter while computer select window position is
highlighted. The overlay page disappears and the computer select window is
shown. Use the arrow keys to position the window and hit enter when the
desired position is reached. The overlay page returns with the horizontal (X)
and vertical (Y) position numbers updated in the position field.

Normal video is reactivated when any key is pressed or the mouse is moved.
If you are not in an on-screen display menu, then the computer name is also
displayed as if you had just switched to a new computer. While in the screen
saver mode all select LEDs will be turned off.
To change the screen saver, press enter while screen saver is highlighted. A
screen saver input box appears. Use the arrow keys to select the desired
screen saver and hit enter. The input box disappears and the setting selected
is now shown in the screen saver field.

1

Miscellaneous: Screen saver time
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

This item sets the time in seconds when the screen saver is turned on with
no keyboard or mouse activity.
To change the screen saver interval time, press enterwhile screen saver time
is highlighted. An input new value box appears. Use the numeric keys to input
a new value from 0 to 999 seconds and hit enter. The input box disappears
and the new value is then shown in the screen saver time field.

.
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The range of horizontal movement (X) is from 0 and 64. The range of vertical
movement (Y) is from 0 to 99. The position will wrap around the edge of the
screen as it is positioned at minimum and maximum points.
The computer select window will automatically scale to the resolution of the
incoming video and maintain a constant position on screen.

Computer label: Background color/text color
This item sets the background and text colors of the computer label. The solid
colors available are: black, red, green, yellow, blue, magenta, cyan, and white.
The transparent colors available are clear, red, green, yellow, blue, magenta,
cyan, and white. With the transparent colors, you can see through the color
to the computer video behind it. When using clear the computer video comes
through without any color.
To change the color, press enter while computer label background color or
text color is highlighted. A color selection input box appears. Use the arrow
keys to point to the desired color. The name of the color is also shown with
its color changing as you point to each different color, so an example of the
ULTRAVIEW INSTALLATION AND OPERATION MANUAL

color can be seen. Hit enter to select the color pointed to. The input box
disappears and the new color is then shown in the appropriate color field.

Computer label: Position
This items set the position of the computer label window when it is displayed.
The label can be positioned anywhere on-screen and will maintainthe position
even as different resolutions of video are input.
To change the position, press enter while computer label position is highlighted. The overlay page disappears and a label box is shown. Use the arrow
keys to position the label box and hit enter when the desired position is
reached. The overlay page returns with the horizontal (X) and vertical (Y)
position numbers updated in the position field.
The range of horizontal movement (X) is from 0 and 64. The range of vertical
movement (Y) is from 0 to 99. The position will wrap around the edge of the
screen as it is positioned at minimum and maximum points.
The computer select window will automatically scale to the resolution of the
incoming video and maintain a constant position on screen.

Computer label: Show computer number

Computer label: font
This items sets in which font the computer label is displayed. The choices are:
8x16 modern
8x16 classic
16x24 modern
16x24 classic
16x32 modern
16x32 classic.
The 8x16 sizes are the same as the size in the configuration menus. The
16x24 sizes are 100% larger horizontally and 50% larger vertically then the
8x16 fonts. The 16x32 sizes are 100% larger horizontally and 100% larger
vertically than the 8x 16 fonts. The modern font is a sans-serif font, similar to
Helvetica. The classic font is a serifed font, similar to Times. The actual size
of the font on the screen depends upon the resolution of the video that is input.
As the resolution increase the fonts become smaller, therefore larger fonts
are more visible with higher resolutions.
To change the font, press enter while font is highlighted. A font input box
appears. Use the arrow keys to select the desired font and hit enter. The input
box disappears and the setting selected is now shown in the font field.

This item sets whether the computer number is displayed along with the
computer label. To change show computer number, press enter while show
computer number is highlighted. A yes/no input box appears. Use the arrow
keys to select yes or no and hit enter. The input box disappearsand the setting
of yes or no is shown in the show computer number field.

Computer label: fadeout
--

This item sets the time when the computer label disappears after switching
to acomputer. With a value of 0, the computer label will not be displayed when
switching computers. With a value of 255, the computer label will always be
displayed. Also see the display label command on page 30 to make the label
display and disappear on command.
To change the computer label fadeout, press enter while computer label
fadeout is highlighted. An input new value box appears. Use the numeric keys
to input a new value from 0 to 255 seconds and hit enter. The input box
disappears and the new value is then shown in the computer label fadeout
field.
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You can pop-up a computer select window on top of your computer screen
to select a specific computer from a list of computers. The computer select
window is accessed by pressing and releasing the left control key and then
hitting the Escape key. The window shown in Figure 10 will appear. The arrow
in the column after the computer number points to the currently selected
computer.

Keyboard CPU selection
To select a CPU from your keyboard, press and release your keyboard's left
Control Key (<Ctrl>), then type in the CPU number. Remember to use the
numbers located at the top of your keyboard. Do not use the numeric keypad.

1-9 CPUs: UltraView will immediately switch to the desired CPU when you
enter the one-digit number.
Is99 CPUs: UltraViewwill immediately switch to the desired CPU when you
enter the two-digit number. For single-digit CPUs, you can enter the number
with a leading zero (such as 01) or enter the single-digit number and press
<Enter>. If you enter only one digit, and do not follow it with <Enter>,
UltraView will wait two seconds for you to enter another digit, then, if no
additional number is entered, will switch immediately to the single-digit CPU.
100-256 CPUs: UltraView will immediately switch to the desired CPU when
you enter the three-digit number. For single- and double-digit CPUs, you can
enter the number with one or two leading zeros (such as 027,001), or enter
the single- or double-digit number and press <Enter>. As noted above,
UltraView will wait two seconds for a second or third number to be entered,
then will switch to the CPU number entered.
Figure 10 Computer select window

The text is overlayed on top of your current video. Use the up and down arrow
keys to select the desired computer. If you have more than 16 computers
configured, use the page up and page down keys to access the other
computers at up to 16 computers/window. The window height will vary in size
depending upon the maximum number of computers configured. For instance
if maximum computers is configured to 6, then 6 computer names will show
in the window.
Use the configure overlay page described on page 17 to set the position and
color of the computer select window. When the desired computer is highlighted, hit enter to immediately switch to that computer or escape the window
to abort switching and remove the computer select window from the screen.
When switching to the new computer, the name of the new computerwill show
in its previously configured position, color, and font.
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Going to the next or previous CPU
From the keyboard you can toggle forward or backward through the CPUs by
selecting either the Next or Previous CPU. To go to the Next CPU, press and
release the left Control Key (<Ctrl>), then press the "+/=" (plus) key. To go
to the Previous CPU, press and release <Ctrl>, then press the "-I-'' (minus)
key. The command is not case-sensitive. Use the keys at the top of your
keyboard, not those on the numeric pad.

Scan mode commands
These commands are shortcuts to the settings available through the onscreen display. To enable scanning from the keyboard, press and release the
left Control Key (<Ctrl>), then type " S . UltraView will begin scanning sequentially from its current CPU through the remaining CPUs, then begin again at
CPU 1. The time between switching to the next CPU is the scan time interval
(see below) and is programmable from 1-999 seconds. To stop scanning,
press and release <Ctrl>, then type " X . Scanning is also disabled by
changing to a new CPU.
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Display label command
This command controls the computer label display. If the label is currently on,
it turns it off. If the label is off, it turns it on for the fadeout time setting. To issue
the command, press and release the left Control Key, then type "D".

Null command
This command is used to re-synchronize an out-of-sync PSI2 mouse. Such
a condition can result due to transients, spurious power-upeffects, or plugging
and unplugging of cables with live equipment. The command may need to be
entered once or twice, depending if the mouse is out-of-sync by one or two
bytes. Microsoft mouse driver version 9.01 and later corrects this inadequacy
of previous drivers and renders this command unnecessary. To issue the
command, press and release the left Control Key, then type "N".

To enter any keyboard command, first press and release the left Control Key,
represented by <Ctrl>. Then enter the command followed by any parameters
you wish to specify, for example the CPU number. Letter commands are not
case sensitive, and are shown in upper case for clarity only. Do not use the
numeric keypad to enter any commands.

All UltraView commands use a two second time-out between characters, to
abort the command. This is a feature that restores the keyboard to normal
operation, so the keyboard is not put it into a command mode which might
lock it up from normal operation. The cCtrl> character is always passed
through to the CPU. The command characters and command operands,
however, are absorbed by the UltraView and not sent to the CPU.

Reset command
This command is used to re-boot the mouse and keyboard without removing
power from the UltraView. This is most useful to reset a PSI2 mouse which
has been unplugged and plugged back in. This command is also useful to
enable mouse data to be sent to a CPU which has not enabled the mouse.
This may be the case if the UltraView was not connected or powered off after
a CPU was booted up. To issue the command, press and release the left
Control Key, then type "R". This command should not be issued to a CPU
which has a PSI2 mouse connected, but no mouse driver is loaded, since
many CPUs will crash if you send them unexpected mouse data.

Screen saver time command
This command is a short cut for setting the screen saver time, that can be set
from the on-screen display. To set the screen saver interval time, press and
release the left Control Key, type "V", enter the interval time, in seconds
(0-999),and press <Enter>. To disable the screen saver feature, press and
release the left Control Key, type "V', enter " 0as the interval time, and press
<Enter>. Remember to use the upper numeric keys, not the numeric keypad
to the right. Follow with the Keep command to save the new setting in the
unit's non-volatile memory. To restore normal video, press any key or move
the mouse. If not on an on-screen menu the computer label appears, as if you
had just switched to a new computer.

Display label

4 t hD

Turns computer label on if it was off, and
on for fadeout time if it was off.

Send null to mouse

<Ctrls N

Used to re-synchronize PSI2 mouse which
has gotten out-of-sync.

Reset command

4 t hR

Resets and enables mouse and keyboard,
enables PSI2 mouse on currently selected
CPU.

Keep command

Screen saver wait

The Keep command saves the current state of the Ultraview's custom
settings. These settings are saved in non-volatile memory and become the
power-up settings. To enter the command, press and release the left Control
Key, then type "K".

<Ctrl> V xxx <Enter>
where xxx is time in
seconds from 0-999,

Sets time in seconds with no keyboard or
mouse activity when screen saver is
turned on. Video is reactivated when any
key is pressed or mouse is moved.

Keep settings

<Ctrl> K

Tells Ultraview to save all current settings
in flash memory.
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1. CPU does not boot, keyboard error received
CPU does not boot, mouse error received
a. Cable is loose, reseat cable and on PC hit F1 to continue or reboot
computer.
b. Wrong cable plugged in, keyboard and mouse cables reversed.
c. Cable is defective, try using cable from another CPU. If problem goes
away cable is defective.
d. Port on UltraView is defective, try using another port on UltraView. If
problem goes away port is defective. .
e. Port on CPU is defective, try plugging in keyboard or mouse directly if
problem remains CPU port is defective. If CPU power status LED not
lit, fuse on motherboard may be blown.
1. CPU keyboard and mouse not configured.
2. Mouse driver does not load.
a. If PSI2 type mouse, CPU must be connected to UltraView or mouse at
boot-up time in order for mouse to be recognized by CPU. Reboot
computer with UltraView powered on and cable attached.
b. If RS-232 type mouse, make sure right COM port is being used and
syntax of mouse driver is correct to search for the correct port.
c. CPU keyboard and mouse not configured.
3. Can't switch CPUs from keyboard
a. CPU keyboard and mouse not configured.
b. Power to UltraView was removed for less than three seconds possibly
causing keyboard to lock up. Disconnect keyboard and plug it back in.
c. For PCs, the mode of the keyboard does not match that of the CPU. Issue the mode command, usually 1 for IBM PS/2s, 3 for Unix computers, and 2 for all others. The default setting of the UltraView is mode
2. Sometimes an incorrect mode will confuse the CPU or keyboard
and require re-booting the CPU or resetting the keyboard by unplugging and plugging it back in.
d. If PSI2 type keyboard and mouse cables may be reversed.
e. Not using left control. Using numeric keypad instead of keys on top
row. Not releasing control key before typing in number. Waiting too
long to enter CPU number. Using caps lock or shift key.

4. Wrong or missing characters from those typed
a. The keyboard mode is incorrect. See item 3c above.
5. Mouse does not move
a. Mouse not configured.
b. UltraView turned off after or not connected when CPU booted or application using mouse run. Exit and re-enter application using mouse or

issue reset command.
c. PSI2 mouse was not connected when UltraView powered up or has
been disconnected and reconnected. lssue the reset command or reconfigure the mouse.

7. PSE mouse gets out of sync
a. Cabling was disturbed during mouse movement. lssue the null command once or twice to re-sync the mouse. Get a later mouse driver
which does not exhibit this problem, such as Microsoft rev 9.01.
8. Video fuzzy
a. Cable too long or wrong type. Verify that resolution and distance
match . See Table 6 Video Distance Capability. Upgrade cable if necessary.
9. Video not synchronized or wrong color
a. Cable is loose, reseat cable.
b. Monitor not capable of synching to video selected, get a higher end
monitor.
c. Video source producing composite sync only and monitor doesn't accept composite sync. Change video source or monitor to be compatible with one another.
d. Wrong CPU cable used. If you have a 9515,9517,9518, XGA mono
or similar monitor you must use special cables or adapters. See previous section, XGA video, Model 9515, 9517, 9518 monitors.
e. Cable is defective, try using cable from another CPU if problem goes
away cable is defective.
f. Port on UltraView is defective, try using another port on UltraView. If
problem goes away port is defective.

10. Lower resolution video OK, but can't enter high resolution mode
a. Driver has not been setup. Windows, 0.92, System 7, Unix or other
driver has not been configured for this resolution. Configure the driver.
11. Slave unit does not switch
a. Maximum ports command not issued.
b. Width or units command not configured properly. Reconfigure them to
match number of CPUs and how they are connected.
11.On-screen display not synchronized
a. No video from computer and resolution setting not configured correctly.
b. No TTL composite sync or separate horizontal and vertical sync from
computer. Current on-screen display does not support sync-ongreen. Call technical support for details.

--
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Setting

Default

Keyboard-Mouse type
and
CPU keyboard-mouse type

PC models:
Apple models:
Sun models:
Multi olatforrn models:

CPU names

Computerxxx where xxx is computer number

Scan Time Interval

5 seconds

Power on scan

Off

Typematic Rate (PC keyboard)

20 (10.9 charslsec actual)

Typematic delay (PC keyboard)

Fast (500 milliseconds)

Maximum ports

Same as physical number of ports

Expansion width

16

Expansion units

0

Color scheme

Aquarium

Resolution

PC and multi-platform: 640x480 60Hz
Sun:1152x900 66Hz

Screen saver

Fireflies

I

Screen saver timeout

I
I
I

I

I
I

Computer select window
Backaround color
Computer select window
Text color

120seconds
Transparent blue
White

I
I

Computer select window
Position
Computer label
Backaround color
Computer label
Text color

Transparent magenta

1

Yellow

I

I

Computer label
Position
Show computer number

Yes

Fade out

20 seconds

I Font

/

Caps/Numlock/Scroll

.

/
1

PC-PSI2
Apple ADB
Sun 5
PC-PSI2

16x32 classic
Numlock On
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